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The purpose of this paper is to present a list of
available recordings for use in the social studies in
junior and senior high schools. The compilation will
serve as a guide for those requiring social studies re-
cordings.
Previous Research
As a result of numerous personal interviev/s with
teachers and audio-visual aid directors, the writer
learned that the extensive use of educational films in the
classroom is partially due to the publication of an an-
nual tabulation of procurable films. The availability
1/
of a yearly index, listing titles and other relevant in-
formation, provides the teacher with a ready summaiy of
suitable films for his subject of interest. Although
there is no comparable annual index of available social
studies recordings, there are numerous individual refer-
ences indicating an abundance of such material for class-
room use. It would seem logical to assume, or at least
hope, that an annual compilation of available social
studies recordings might serve to stimulate greater use.
1/ Dorothy E. Cook and. Associates, compilers. Educa-
tional Film Guide. H. W. Wilson Go., New York, 1936-1948.
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as in the case of educational films.
The most extensive study made in this field is the
1/
one by Miles in v;hich he classifies the recordings and
gives reliable information about their content and value
in the classroom. While the present study is not as com-
prehensive, it will follow the general pattern of Miles’
study.
2/
Manchester and Gibbony, in a recent survey, listed a
number of sources and titles of current recordings in the
social studies. They also discussed methods of using
3/
these recordings in the classroom. Murra listed seven
sources and reported on their cost, content and utility.
4/
Ahl also listed a number of titles and sources, while Noel
1/ j. Robert Miles, Recordings for School Use, World
Book Co., Yonkers- on-Hud son. New York, 1942, pp 1-74.
2/ Alice W. Manchester and Hazel Gibbony, ’’Record-
ings~and Their Place in the Social Studies," in V/illiam H,
Hartley, editor, Audio-Visual Materials and Methods in the
Social Studies: 18th Yearbook of the National Council for
the Social Studies, The Council, Washington, D. C., 1948,
pp 186-189, 213-214.
^ William F, Murra, "Using Recordings in the Social
Studies Classroom," Film and Radio Guide. October 1945,
pp 55-59.
^ Francis N. Ahl, Audio-Visual Materials in the High
School. The Christopher Publishing House, Boston, 1946,
pp 90-91, 108-110.
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country's history. Anderson indicates the utility of bio-j
graphy in teaching of the social studies. She cites a
number of historical personalities, the study of whom may
3/
be approached in this manner. Hartley often reports on
the available recordings in the social studies. A com-
prehensive listing of purely musical recordings in Amer-
4/ 5/
icon history can be found in a study by Tyrrell.
A number of educational institutions distribute catalogues
indicating the recordir^s they have available on a low
cost loan basis. For example, the Massachusetts Depart-
1/ Elizabeth G. Noel and J. Paul Leonard, "Founda-
tions for Teacher Education in Audio-Visual Aids In-
struction," American Council on Education, Washington,
D. C., 1947, pp 12-17.
2/ Ruth 0. M. Anderson, "Biography in the High
School," Social Education. February 1949, pp 75.
^ William H. Hartley, "Sight and Sound," Social
Education
.
December 1948, pp 375-376.
4/ V/illiam G. Tyrrell, "Musical Recordings for
AmerTcan History: I. From Colonization Through the Civil
War," Social Education
.
Hay 1948, pp 213-218.
5/ , "Musical Recordings for Amerl
can History; II. Since The Civil War," Social Education .
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ment of Education issues a catalogue which lists the re-
cordings they have available. The University of Con-
2/
necticut issues a similar catalogue.
A most encouraging indication of renewed interest in
appraisals is the foimation of twelve committees through-
out the country to evaluate recordings. It will be the
function of these bodies to organize local conmittees to
aid in the appraisal of transcriptions provided by the
4/
general chairman, Gertrude G. Broderick. Commencing with
the October 1948 issue of the Journal of the AER the com-
mittee’s summarized evaluation of selected transcriptions
will appear as a monthly feature. Eventually these
evaluations will be collected and published as a sup-
6/
plement to Miles’ book.
A summary of the sources mentioned above indicates
an abundance of material for use in the social studies.
y ”A Catalogue of Recordings and Transcriptions,”
Mass. Dept, of Education, Boston, 1948.
2j ”New Audio-Visual Aids,” Univ. of Conn., Storrs,
September 1, 1948.
3/ Gertrude G. Broderick, "Recordings are Here to
Stay7” Journal of the AER . September 1948, p 11.
4/ Ibid.
5/ For address, see Appendix B,
6/ Broderick, "Recordings are Here to Stay,” p 11.
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'rfith the exception of Miles' study, which serves as a re-
ference up to 1942
,
there is no single source for teacher
use. Hence, the interested teacher must consult numerous
sources in his search for current recordings, when issued,
the proposed publication of a supplement to the above
mentioned work will be a valuable contribution. At the
present time, however, there is no single source of
available social studies recordings for the teacher's use.
The writer feels that a compilation of this nature is
necessary since it will save the interested teacher time
and effort and thus encourage them to use more recordings.
Importance of This Study
The problems facing the advocates of audio-visual
aids are based on a general lack of familiarity with
techniques and skills and the sources of equipment and
materials. This paper will offer a solution to one
phase of these problems, namely, a compilation of available
social studies recordings since 1942. as previously
1/
noted, the reports on recordings since 1942 are gen-
1/ Miles, Recordings for School Use
, pp 1-74.
2/ Anna Curtis Chandler and Irene F. Cypher, AUdio-
VisuaT Techniques
,
Noble and Noble, Publishers, Inc., New
York, p
3/ See Previous Research.
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erally scattered throughout numerous sources. The writer
believes a listing of available recordings in a single
source will aid teachers in their search for such material.
It is hoped that this paper will fulfill the need of a
single compilation until a more comorehensive study is
1/
published.
The writer would suggest the reading of Woel^el and
Tyler or McKowan and Roberts for a discussion of the
proper methods of using recordings.
Limitations Of This Study
Since the writer considers the present work as sup-
4/
plementary to luile.s’ study, titles listed by Miles are
omitted. Recordings of a purely musical nature are like-
wise omitted since they merit a separate study. The
5/
waiter suggests reference to Tyrrell for a comprehensive
U Broderick, '‘Recordings are Here to Stay," p 11.
£/ TTorraa.n Woelfel and I. Keith Tyler, editors. Radio
and the School . World Book Co., Yonkers-on-Hudson, New
York, 1945, pp 179-214.
^ Harry S. McKpwan and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual
Aids to Instruction ."'McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York^
1940, pp 231-238.
^ Miles, Recordings for School Use , pp 1-74.
b/ Tyrrell, '‘Musical Recordings for American History:
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listing of musical recordings in American history.
The v/riter realizes the importance of appraisals in a
study of this nature. The present stucSty, however, does not
include evaluations of the recordirgs listed since v/ork is
1/
being done on this aspect of the problem.
Columbia Long Playing records (requiring a turn-table '
speed of 33 1/3 revolutions per minute and a specia.l tone
2/
arm), and the new RCA Victor records (requiring a turn- '




are excluded from this study since they are
a deviation from the equipment used in most schools at
this time.
1/ Broderick, "Recordings are Here to Stay," p 11.
^ "Better Hot Buy a Record-Player How," Consumers*
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The v/riter first compiled a list of producers and/or
1/
distributors as they appeared in three sources. Letters
Vvere sent to all these organizations requesting material
for use in the social studies on the junior and senior
2/
high school level. Fourteen organizations sent data ap-
plicable to the present study. Information received from
these organizations are digested for use in the compila-
tion.
Format
In order to present a uniform compilation, the gen-
eral structure described below was followed in the com-
pileti on.
Main title - series number, if any.
Sub-title, if any.
Description of content of a single (or series of)
recording(s)
.
Individual recording number - title - sum-
mary of content, if available.
Subject(s) in which recording(s) could be used.
Grade(s) in which recording(s) could be used.
1/ See Appendix A.




Specifications (including number of recordings
in the series, diameter of the
recording(s) in inches, number
of faces used, turn-table speed,
cost, name and address of the
distributer - and producer, v/hen
available)
.





The follov/ing definitions describe the interpretation
the v;riter has placed on certain terms used in the compil-
ati on.
The term recordings, includes records and transcript-
ions. Records rotate 78 times per minute, carry from 3
to 5 minutes of program on a single side, and are 8, 10,
or 12 inches in diameter. Transcriptions rotate 33 1/3
times per minute, cariy up to 15 minutes of program on
a single side, and are usually 12 or 16 inches in dia-
1/
meter.
The turn-table speed is measured in revolutions per
minute and is indicted by the abbreviation, r.p.m., pro-
ceeded by a number. Only those recordings requiring a
2/
turntable speed of 33 1/3 or 78 r.p.m. are considered in
the compilation.
1/ Woelfel and Tyler, Radio and the School
, pp 179-180*
2/ See Limitations of this Stuc^.
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Description. Raymond I'lassey reads two of Lincoln's
speeches.
1. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
2. Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address
Most useful in history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
z/
Specifications. 1-10 inch double-faced record at 78
r.p.m. Cost: $2.00. Distributed by
Linguaphone Institute, Rockefeller
Center, New York 20, New York.
Study Aids. A text of each speech accompanies the
record.
y "English Speech," an undated brochure, LinguaphoneInstitute, New York City.
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ADVENTUEES WITH ADMIRAL BYRD
Description. Admiral Byrd introduces each of these
episodes of his adventures.
1. Through The Skies To The South Pole
2. The Test Flight Of The ZR-2
3. Surgery At Little America
4. The Crack-up Of The "America**
5. Unfavorable Fan Mail
6. A Gas Leak Over The Atlantic
7. Arrival At Ver-sur~Mer
8. The V/elcome In France
9. Unusual Volunteers
10. Early Days In The Philippines
11. Dog Trouble In New Zealand
12. Rough Landing At Soitzbergen
13. Crash Of The Auto-gyro
14. Avalanche
15. Lost In A Blizzard
16. The Flight Over The North Pole
17. Misadventure At Easter Island
18. Trapped
19. Lost Plane Party
3/ '‘Adventures With Admiral Byrd,” an undated
brochure, Hariy 3. Goodman, Nev; York City*

20. Mail Baff
21. The Shortage Peril
22. The Devil's Graveyard
23. Flight Without A Pilot
24. Alone With Death
25. The First Thrust
26. Soitzbergen Nightmare
Most useful in histoiy.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12*
Specifications. 13-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $6,00 per trans-
cription. Produced and distributed by
Hariy S, Goodman, 19 East 53rd St,, New
York City.
Dr ' . :f Jsct.l f : .
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BILL SCOTT - FOREST RANGER,
Description. Through Ranger Bill and his friends, the
pupils learn about our forests and methods
of conservation.
1. Lost In The V/oods. '‘Joe and Sam lose their way
in Beaver Dam Forest. Their *woods' education
begins when Ranger Bill appears.”
2. Crashing Timber. "Ranger Bill takes his niece
June and the boys to a logging Job. Theirs is
an exciting adventure as they witness a good
timber operation."
3. Storm Over The Forest. "En route to a sawmill,
the forest adventurers are caught in a terrible
thunderstorm. Fear that Beaver Dam will not
hold paces this episode in which Ra.nger Bill
e:q)lains how forests and water are related."
4. Singing Saws. "At the sawmill, Joe and Sam
learn about converting logs to lumber and the
rayraid uses of wood."
5. Where Oh Where Is Smokv Bear? "Joe and Sam
learn about wildlife management as they Join Ran-
ger Bill in a search for Smokey, lost pet of the
forest.
"
6. Forest Aflame. "A forest tragedy is averted
through fast action by Ranger Bill and the boys.
Joe and Sam bid a sad farev/ell to Ranger Bill
and June.
Most useful in conservation.
Most useful in grades 4 through 8.
1/ "Bill Scott - Forest Ranger," an undated
brochure, U. S. Forest Service, Philadelphia.
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Specifications.
Study Aids.
3-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Produced and dis-
tributed by the U. S. Forest Service,
R. 7, Bankers Securities Building,
Walnut and Juniper Sts., Philadelphia
Pa.
A script of each program and student
activities list.
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Description. Professionally produced dramas depicting
the lives of this country’s outstanding
industrial pioneers; their lives are an
inspiration to all Americans.
101 A Andrevr Carnegie
101 B George Westinshouse
102 A Joseph Pulitzer
102 B Cornelius Vanderbuilt
103 A Leland Stanford
103 B John Jacob Astor
104 A Cvrus Hall McCormick
104 B Charles Joseph Tiffanv
105 A Diamond Jim Brady
105 B Frank W. Woolv/orth
106 A James Jerome Hill
106 B James Buchanan Fads
107 A Marshall Field
107 B Geore:e Mortimer Pullman
108 A Cyrus A. K. Curtis
108 B The Studebaker Brothers
109 A Fredrick Weyerhauser
109 B Georse Eastman
110 A William Wri^ley, Jr.
110 B Claus Spreckles
111 A J. Pierpont Morgan
111 B James Buchanan Duke
112 A Adolph S. Ochs
112 B Milton Hershey
1/ ’’Radio Transcriptions for Schools,”
brochure, Training Aids, Inc., Los Angeles.
an undated
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113 A Frank A. Munsqy"
113 B E. I. Du Pont
114 A Elbert Henrv Garv
114 B James Couzens
115 A Edward H. Harriman
115 B Elias J. Baldwin
116 A Mark A. Hanna
116 B Phillio D, Armour
117 A James H. Hanmond
117 B Thomas Alva Edison
118 A James D. Rockefeller
118 B Kins: Camo Gillette
119 A Henry Clav Frick
119 B Theodore Newton Vail
120 A Edward L. Dohenv
120 B Julius Rosenwald
121 A Otto H. Kahn
121 B John H. Patterson
122 A Jay Gould
122 B Mark Hookins
123 A Sidney N. Winslow
123 B John N. V/illys
124 A Frank A. Vanderlin
124 B Henry Morrison Flakier
125 A John Wanamaker
125 B Phineas Taylor Bamum
126 A William A. Clark
126 B Robert Dollar
Most useful in histoiy and economics
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Specifications. 26-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $15.00 per
transcription; single side $7.50. Any
combination of two subjects may be
selected. For example, 118 A may be
paired with 123 B. Produced and dis-
tributed by Training Aids, Inc., 7414
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Description. Dickrnan Stone relates many important
facts about food.
Most useful in home economics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 39-12 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Available to Massa-
chusetts schools only. Consult Kasper-
Gorden, 140 Boylston St., Boston 16,
Mass., for cost.
i/ "Eat- itorially Speaking," an undated brochure,
Kasper-Gorden, Boston.
f.
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FOR THESE WE SPEAK
Description* These programs are designed to interpret
many of the problems concerned with the
care and treatment of the mentally handi-
capped, and to offer suggestions for pro-
moting mental health*
B 112a The Story Of Louise Maoleton* ’"This program
. . • demonstrates what can be accomplished in
a well run state hospital* '*
B 112b The Case Of Cynthia Edwards* ’‘This program
•*• highlights the theraputic possibilities
of faster home cure for convalescent mental
patients*
"
B 113a P« 0* Gets Another Chance, '^il^ith an intro-
duction by Mrs* Franklin D. Roosevelt, this
program relates the ability of the recovered
mental patient to make a successful return
to useful occupation if given understanding
and proper handling by employers*”
B 113b Aunt Millv And The Family Skeleton* "With
a brief introduction by Mrs* Franklin D*
Roosevelt, this program focuses attention
on the theme, 'mental illness is no dis-
grace*' ”
B 114a Hats Off To Sarge. This program .** gives
due recognition to the significant role
which the well trained attendant plays in
the recovery of a mental patient*”
B 114b Joe Chandler Gets A Lift* "Introduced
briefly ty Dr, Harry Emerson Fosdick, this
program deals with a few of the psycho-
logical problems still confronting a veteran
a year after his discharge*”
"Supplement to Catalog of Radio Recordings,
”
U* S* Office of Education, Washington, D* C*, April
1948, pp 3-4*
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B 115a The Kopec *s Dilenma. "This program . . • il-
lustrates how an out-patient mental hygiene
clinic can help foster a coninunity program
of mental health,
B 115b Forgotten Children, "This program , ,
,
pre-
sents the stoiy of a mental defective, who,
given proper training is able to adjust him-
self to a useful place in the conmunity ,
"
Most useful in health, welfare and safety classes.
Grade level not indicated.
Specifications, 4-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r,p,m. On loan from the
Federal Security Agency, U, S, Office
of Education, Educational Radio Script
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FOR US THE LIVING
Description* Alexander WoUcott delivers a footnote to
the Gettysburg Address*
Most useful in histoiy.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12*
Specifications* 2-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r*p*m* Cost; $4*50* Distributed by
Linguaphone Institute, Rockefeller
Center, New York City*
Study Aids. A text of Mr* Wollcotts* recital comes
with the album*
3/ '’English Speech ft
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Description, These dramatizations, with music, traces
many interest ii?g and informative episodes
in American histoiy,
36619 Admiral Dewev At Manila - 1898
36630 Betsy Ross Showing The First Flag ~ 1777
36639 Columbus And His Crew - 1492
36648 The Star Spangled Banner - 1814
36661 The First Thanksgiving - 1621
Most useful in histoiy.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 5-10 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Cost: $3.95. Produced by
Columbia Records, Inc., New York City.
See your local dealer.
2/ “Columbia Record Catalog - 1948," Columbia
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I CAN HEAR IT NOW
Description. “The history of an era spoken ty the men
who made it and narrated by Edward R.
Murrow.” These records record part of
the history between 1933 and 1945.
1. Will Rogers
Roosevelt Inauguration
Huev Long And “Share The Wealth'*
Duke Of Windsor Abdication
2. LaGuardia
Alf Land on
R.D.R. “Rendezvous With Destiny'*
John L. Lewis
Hindenberg Disaster














Winston Churchill Becomes Prime Minister
Princesses Elizabeth And Margaret Rose
6. Joseph Martin And Wendell Wilkie
F.D.R. Campaigns
Churchill “Ship Of State
“
F.D.R. “Arsenal Of Democracy**
Pearl Harbor Announcement
U “I Can Hear It Now,“ Columbia Records, Inc., New
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7 • Declaration Of War ~ F,D.R«
D-Dav » Eisenhower, DeGaulle, King Haakon. Others
8, Invasion Craft - George Hicks
Joseph Stalin
Thomas E. Dewey Campaigns
F. D. R. »Fala Speech**
F. D. R. •Yalta Report**
9. Announcement Of F. D, R*s Death
Arthur Godfrey Describes Funeral
Harry S, Truman Speaks To Congress
Opening Of U« H,
Presidential Announcement Of German Surrender
10
Chaplain Wm. Downey’s Prayer Before First Atom
Bomh Mission
President Truman Announces Hiroshima Attack
Japan Surrender Bulletin - Robert Trout
General MacArthur Accepts Jap Surrender
Most useful in American and World history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 5-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Cost: $7.39. Produced and dis-
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iIMPERIAL LEADER — THE STOKf OF WINSTON CHURCHILL
i/
Description. Produced in Australia with an all-star
British cast. This is the story of Winston
Churchill and his rise to power.
Most useful in World history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
^ecifications
.
26-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Available to Massa-
chusetts schools only. Consult the
distributor, Kasper-Gorden, 140 Boylston
St., Boston 16, Mass., for cost.
1/ "Imperial Leader," an undated brochure, Kasper-
Gorden, Boston
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IN THE Al/IERICAN TRADITION
Description. American tradition and ideals are high-
lighted in these readings by Orson Wells.
1. First Inaugural Address. March 4. 1801 -
Thomas Jefferson
2. Second Inaugural Address. March 4. 1865 -
Abraham Lincoln
— 3. Address To Peace Council. January 24. 1919 -
Woodrow Wilson
4. First War Address - To Congress - Januar7 24.
1942 - Franklin D. Roosevelt
Most useful in history.
Most useful in grades 7 throu^ 12.
Specifications. 3-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Cost: $3.85. Produced by the
Decca Record Co., and distributed by
the American Book Co., 137 Newbuiy St.,
Boston 16, Mass.
Study Aids. Teacher* s Guide.
p 25
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INTRODUCING THE PEOPLE OF ASIA AND THE FAR EAST
1/
Description, A brief reproduction of a series of
lectures on the people of Asia and the Far
East,
F 163 The People Of Japan, ’’Speaker, the Honorable
Joseph C, Grev7, former Undersecretary of
State,
"
F 164 The People Of India, ’’Speaker, Dr, Horace I,
Potman, Chief, India Section, Libraiy of
Congress.”
F 160 The People Of Korea. ’’Speaker, Dr. J. Kyuang
Dunn, Secretary, United Korean Committee in
America.
”
F 166 The People Of Russia, ’’Speaker, Admiral
William Standley, U.S.N., Retired, formerly
Ambassador to Russia,”
F 167 The People Of The Philippines. ’’Speaker, Brig.
Gen. Carlos P, Roraulo, former Resident Com-
missioner and presently the first Ambassador
of the Republic of the Philippines,”
F 168 The People Of Thailand. ’’Speaker, His Ex-
cellency M, R. Seni Pramoj , Minister of Thai-
land.”
F 169 The People Of China. ’’Speaker, the Honorable
Walter H. Judd, Congressman from Minnesota.”
F 170 The People Of The Netherland East Indies.
’’Speaker, Dr. Raymond Kennedy, Yale University."
Most useful in international understanding.
Grade level not indicated.
1/ "Catalog of Radio Recordings,” U, S. Office of
Education, November 1946, pp 37-38.
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runs 28 minutes. Produced cooperatively
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tion. May be borrowed from the Federal
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JOHN BROVi/N’S BODY
Description. The cast and choir of the Northwestern
University Radio Workshop presents a
prograjn based on Stephen Vincent Benet's
peom, ’’John Brown’s Body."
Most useful in histoiy.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications. 1-16 inch double-faced transcription
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Available on loan
from the Federal Security Agency, U. S.
Office of Education, Ra.dio Script and
Transcription Exchange, Washington, D.C.
Rating. "This program receives a general rating
of *excellent' from a V/ashington, D. C.,
committee under the chairmanship of
Elizabeth L. Chase."
"AER Record Review," The Journal of the AER.
Chicago, March 1949, back cover.
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KEEPING UP WITH THE WIGGLESWORTHS
Description. This series of programs are approved by
the New Jersey State Teachers College of
Montclair, New Jersey, and the Institute
for Education by Radio, the University of
Ohio, Columbus, Ohio. They dramatize many
concepts in economics.
1. Trade Works Both Wavs
2 . Sound Foreign Investments Creates New Customers
3. How Bretton Woods Agreement Works
4 . Advantages. Of Modem Machine Skill Over Cheap
Foreign Hand Labor
5 • How Investing Idle Money Creates New Jobs
6. Need For Far Tax Adjustments
7. Dangers Of Inflation And Deflation
8. How Improvements In Industry Results In More Jobs
9. Loans To Small Business
10. Some Problems The Farmer Faces
11. The Need For Competition
12. Loan Sharks
13. How The G. I. Bill Of Rights Works
14. How The G. I. Bill Of Rights Helps Veterans
Build New Houses
15. Importance Of Small Business
16 . Some Problems To Be Worked Out In Running A
Small Business
“Keeping Up ?/ith The Wigglesworths, ” an undated
brochure, Hariy S. Goodman, New York City.
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17 • How Advertising Helps Increase Sales « Reduces
Prices* And Results In A Higher Standard Of
Living
18. V/oraen In The Employment Field
19. How The G. I, Bill Of Ri^ts Helps Veterans Set
Qsl Hew Business
20. Meaning And Function Of Credit
21. The History And Function Of Banking
22. Production Is Wealth
23 . The Importance Of Trade To The U. 3. A.
24. Loans To Foreign Countries
25. America’s Public Debt
26. Comparative Advantage
27. America - One Market
28. Causes Of Inflation
29. Imports Must Equal Exports
30. Public Debt In Relation To Production And Dis-
tribution
31. V/hat Do We Mean By Inflation
32. Profit Motives Essential To Private Enterprise
33. Importance Of Small Business
34. Patents
35. Expenditures On Veterans
36. Advertising
37. Interstate Trade Restrictions
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39. Economics Of V/ar
40 • Education and Economic Prosperity
41. Prosperous Foreigners Are Good Customers
42. America's New International Credit Position
43 . A Special Reason For Continued Shortages Of
Goods
44. Value Of The Machine To Labor And The Consumer
45. Rural Poverty
46. Agricultural Prosperity
47. The Farmer's Interest In Foreign Markets
48. New Houses
49. A Healthy Building Industry Is Essential To
Prosperity
50. The 7/ealth Of Nations
51. Miscellaneous Services Offered By Banks And
Bankers
52. Economic Efficiency
53. How People Save In The U. S. A.
54. The Investment Required To Create Jobs In Various
Businesses
55. Corporations - How Formed * Advantages And Dis^
advantages
56 . Roads And Our Economy
57 . Communications And Transportation
58. America's V/eight In The World Economy
59. Farm Loans Under The G. I. Bill Of Rights
60. Everybody Pays Taxes
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Shift In Population From Rural Communities To The
City
Synthetic And Natural Rubber
Our Nev/ Foreign Trade Controls
The Importance Of Pure Science
The Cost Of Juvenile Deliauency
New Products And Our Economy
Advantages To A Local Bank Belonging To The
Federal Reserve System
Increasing And Decreasing Our Money Supply
Where The Government's Money Goes
Our Revolution In Export Trade
Advice On Starting A Nev; Business
Installment Buying







^ A number of titles, commencing with #81, corres-
pond with those previously mentioned. However, the drama-
tizations are entirely different in each case.
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81, Competition Is The Big Stick
82. Profit System
83 • Proc3uction Is The Only Source Of Wealth
84. Productive Efficiency
85. The American Fanners* Interest In Foreign Markets
86. The Law Of Substitution
87. Decentralizing American Industry
88. Pioneering New Products
89. Y/hat Do We Mean By Inflation
90 . America’s Economic Leadership
91. Transportati on
92. America - One Merket
93. Advertising
94. Everybody Pays Taxes
95. Value Of Imports
96 . YlHiy People Save
97. Securities
98. Value Of Machines To Labor And Consumer
99. Banks
100 . Miscellaneous Services Offered By Banks
101. Education And Prosperity
102. Investments Required To Create Jobs In Various
Enterprises
103. Advice On Small Business
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104 • Importance Of Small Business
105* Wages And Prices
Most useful in economics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 52-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $6.00 per tran-
scription. Produced and distributed by
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LEST WE FORGET, SERIES 4
”Our Constitution"
Description, This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute,
Boston, Mass., presents the "historical
backgrounds that culminated in the adoption
of our Constitution, and its workings and
flexibility as the basis of our democratic
rights .
"
1. Unfurling Freedom’s Standard. "The Magna Charta,
corner stone of civil liberties - contributed
much to the framing of our Constitution.
"
2. The Mavflov/er Compact. "The dawn of self govern-
ment in a nev/ world. Every man on the Mayflower
had a voice in the formation of this immortal
document.
"
3. We Declare Our Indenendance. "The recognition of
*Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness* be-
comes a fact. The drafting of our Declaration of
Independance. The influence of self government
begin to work,"
4. Articles Of Confederation. "The struggle for a
sound national government under the Articles,
and the arguments for States' rights."
5. From Chaos Toward Unity. "The Constitutional
Convention assembles. Washington is offered
dictatorship over America. A formula for demo-
cratic government is sought."
6,
The Virginia Plan. "Various plans for a Con-
stitution are submitted. The Connecticut Com-
promise solves many difficult problems. The
spirit of democratic begins to emerge."
IJ '*Lest We Forget, Series 4,"
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7, Government By The People. "The great experiment





Democracy Goes Into Action. "The story of Wash-
ington* s first inauguration*"
9* The Bill Of Rights* "The first ten amendments
to the Constitution are ratified, specifying our
democratic rights and duties."
10* Freedom Of Speech* "The story of two martyrs for
free speech in America*"
11* Freedom Of Assembly* "The right of the people to
gather peaceably,"
12* Freedom Of The Press. "The stoiy of Elijah Love-
joy’s stubborn fight for his ideas*"
13* Freedom Of Religion* "Democracy assures freedom
of religion for its people*"
14* Life* Liberty and Property* "A portrayal of the
relationship of life, liberty and property in a
democracy*
"
15* Democratic Procedures Extended. "Amendments to
the Constitution meet the needs of changing con-
ditions."
16. By The Will Of The Pep-ple, "Proving the flex-
ibility of our Constitution."
17. Guardians Of Our Constitution. "The Supreme
Court of the United States, judicial branch of
our Democratic government."
18* Justice Conquers Prejudice* "The right of an
accused man to demand and receive a prompt trial
and a writ of Habeas Corpus .
"
19* Public Office Is A Public Trust. "Another phase
of democracy in action."
20* Government For The People* "The story of the
Executive branch of our government. The President
and the Cabinet."
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21, Law And Order. "Democratic Procedures demand
consideration before action*"
22. Elected To Serve* "The story of the legislative
branch of our government*"
23* The Monroe Doctrine* "Asserting a principle for
the defense of Democracy in the western hemi-
' sphere *
"
24* Without Due Process Of Law* "The executive
power to rectify injustice*"
25* The Good Ship "Constitution"* "The United States
Navy - outer defense of our Constitutional
government*
"
26* Defending Our Constitution* "The United States
Amy - insuring the preservation of our Demo-
cratic freedoms*"
Most useful in histoiy and government*
Most useful in grades 7 through 12*
Specification*^13- 16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r*p*m* Produced and sold by
the Institute for Democratic Education,
Inc*, 415 Lexington Ave* ,' New York City*
Study Aids. Teacher’s Handbook.
^ Transcriptions 1 through 18 may be borrowed fromthe Massachusetts Department of Education, Office of
Radio, 200 Newbury St*, Boston 16, Mass, at $.50 each*
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FORGET, SERIES 5 '
"A Better World For Youth"
Description. "This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute, in-
dicates "the role that our youth must play
in preservation of our freedom and our i
faith."
:
1. Youth Must Be Free
2. Educating Youth For Democracy
3. Freedom Of Endeavor i
4. Youth And Freedom Of Religion
5. Soldiers Of Hate Or Defenders Of Democracy
6. Youth In The Home
7. Vocation For Youth
8. Youns Women Play Their Part
9. Youth In The Armed Forces
HO • Free Political Thinking
11. Prooasanda Vs Truth
12. Youth Has Rishts
13. Youth Faces The Future
14. I Am An American
Most useful in civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
2/ 'Tliest We Forget, Series 5," an undated brochure.
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Specifications 7-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Produced and sold by
the Institute for Democratic Education,
Inc., 415 Lexington Ave., New York City.
Study Aids. Teacher's Handbook.
3/ Available on loan from the Massachusetts De-
partment of Education, Office of Radio, 200 Newbuiy
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LEST Vffi FORGET, SERIES 6
"America Determines Her Destiny"
Description, This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute,
Boston, Idass., "is an exposition of
America’s answer to the Divide and Con-
quer strategy of the Axis,"
-I, Two Worlds In Conflict
-2
, The Fascist International
3, Hymns Of Hate
4, Lies For Destruction
5, The Fine Art Of Sabotage
6, Poison For The Campus
7, Freedom Of Thought
8o Equal Justice For All
9. The Right To Be Free
iO, Infection From Berlin
11, Diplomatic Soider^^ebs
12, Pipelines Of Hate
13, Divide And Conquer
14, Hate Thv Neighbor
15, Hitler’s Unpaid Helpers
16, A Nation Can Be Destroyed
'17 , Truth Will Keep Us Free
]/ "Lest We Forget — a Handbook for Listeners,"
Institute for Democratic Education, Inc,, New York, p 29
"^ff
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18. The 7th Of December
19. All Battle fronts Are One
20. This Is Everybody’s
21 . We Have To Win
22. United We Stand
23 . The People Are On The March
24. Prelude To Defeat
25 . We Know V/hat We Want
26 . We Will Get What We Want
Most useful in history and civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
1/
Specifications. 13-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Produced and sold by
the Institute for Democratic Education,
Inc., 415 Lexington Ave., New York City.
Study Aids. Teacher's Handbook,
1/ This series may be borrov/ed from the Massa-
chusetts Department of Education, Office of Radio, 200
Nev/buiy Street, Boston 16, Mass, at $.50 each.
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LEST WE FORGET, SERIES 7
"Eternal Vigilance Is The Price Of Liberty"
Description. This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute,
emphasized "the need for preserving our
liberty on the home front."
-1. Eternal Vigilance Against Tyranny
2. Eternal Vigilance In The Community
3. Eternal Vigilance In The School
4. Eternal Vigilance In The Factoid
5. Eternal Vigilance In Business
6 . Eternal Vigilance In The Home
7. Eternal Vigilance In Religion
8. Eternal Vigilance In The Courts
9. Eternal Vigilance In Government
10 . Eternal Vigilance In Organizations
11 . Eternal Vigilance Against Rumor
12 . Sternal Vigilance For New Truths
13 . Eternal Vigilance Among War Veterans
14. I Am An American
Most useful in civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
3/ "Lest We Forget, Series 7," an undated brochure.
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Specifications
i/
7-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. May be purchased
from the Institute for Democratic
Education, Inc., 415 Lexington Ave.,
New York City.
Study Aids. Teacher’s Handbook.
^ May be borrowed from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Education, Office of Radio, 200 Newbuiy St.,
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LEST FORGET, SERIES 8
"Our National Shrines'*
Description, This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute, em-
phasize our national shrines,
1, The Unknown Soldier
2, Plymouth Rock







10, Statue Of Liberty
11, The White House
12, The Capital
13, The Flag
Most useful in histoiy and civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12,
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Specifications 6-16 inch double-faced and 1-16 inch
single-faced transcription at 33 1/3 r.
p.m. May be purchased from the Institute
for Democratic Education, Inc.> 415
Lexington Ave,, Nev; York City,
Study Aids, Teacher's Handbook and Listener's Hand-
book,
i/ May be borrowed from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Education, Office of Radio, 200 Hewbuiy St,,
Boston 16, Mass,, at $,50 each.
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LEST IVE FORGET, SERIES 9
"One Nation Indivisible"
Description. This series indicates the need of coopera-
tion to maintain our way of life.
1. Bombs Away. The story of a flying fortress over
Berlin
.
2. So They Might Live. Brotherhood and selfless-
ness come to the fore when a cargo-transport
ship is attacked by a submarine.
3. Pipeline. U.S.A. People of all walks of life
give their blood.
4. Danger. Men At Work. Warning us against those
who attack democracy.
5. You Own Tomorrow. A young mother tells her
child of the better world of tomorrow.
6. Victory On Main Street. A disabled veteran
thwarts the members of his community seeking
appeasement
.
7. You Know Him Well. George Washington Carver, a
Negro, dedicates his life to science and the ul-
timate good of all mankind.
8. Count Five. An American paratrooper tells of
his life and hopes in a series of flashbacks.
9* Out Of The Depths. The underground of a con-
quered countiy comes to us in spirit and warns
us against race hatred, isolationism and indif-
ferance.
10. The Making Of A Hero. A man who hated war be-
comes a hero when he realizes that unless fascism
is destroyed everyw'here individualism will die.
1/ "Lest V7e Forget, Series 9," an undated brochure.
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“Hh
11. It All Began With A Lie. A boy, his mother and
a clergyman expose those who v^^ould make storm-
troopers of American youth.
12. Liberty Shin. The men of the Merchant Marine
discuss the necessity of America sending sup-
plies to all the Allies.
13. The State Of The Union. America tells of the
role she is playing to outlaw tyranny and es-
tablish world freedom and unity.
Most useful in civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 6-16 inch double-faced and 1-16 inch
single-faced transcription at 33 1/3
r.p.m. Produced and sold by the In-
stitute for Democratic Education, Inc.
415 Lexington Ave., New York City.
1/ May be borrov/ed from the University of Con-
necticut, Audio-visual Aids Center, Storrs, Conn.,
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LEST vm FORGET, SERIES 10
"These Great Americans"
Description* This series, produced in cooperation with
the Boston University Radio Institute,
Boston, Mass., with protrayals by famous
actors and actresses, emphasizes the
struggle and attainments of America’s
leaders.
1. Wendell Willkie. "His life-long fight against
prejudice and intolerance; his unalterable belief
in one world." Portrayed by Quentin Reynolds.
2. Dr. Joseph Goldberger. The man "v/ho proved that
a balanced diet is necessary to maintain good
health." Portrayed by Ifyron McCormick.
3. Jane Addams. "How she fought intolerance, race
hatred and poverty with common understanding and
education." Portrayed by Wendy Barrie.
4 . Oliver Wendell Holmes And L. D. Brandeis. "A
story of right and justice; two great jurists
prove that law, the common property of all men,
works for the poor as well as the rich." Por-
trayed by Sam Jaffe.
5. George Washington Carver. "An eloquent plea for
each individual's freedom to work." Portrayed
by Canada Lee.
7. George Norris. "The story of a fight against
poverty; how works like the T.V.A. have helped
in the straggle against want." Portrayed by
Everett Sloane.
8. Joseph Pulitzer. "His magnificent fight against
the Ku Klux Klan." Portrayed by Ralph Morgan.
9. Franz Boas. The man who "proved scientifically
that there is no master race." Portrayed by Neil
Hamilton.





10. Samuel Gomoers. '"The story of the struggle to
organize American workers into the American
Federation of Labor.” Portrayed by Jay Joston.
—11. Woodrow Wilson, '^is courageous fight for the
League of Nations and hov/ it led up to .the pre-
sent U. N.” Portrayed by John Carradine.
12. Franklin D. Roosevelt. The first part is a
"memorial and testimonial to a great American."
The second part tells of Roosevelt's fight against
depression and the enemies of true democracy."
Portrayed by Melvin Douglas.
Most useful in history and current events.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications. 13-16 inch transcriptions at 33 1/3 r.p.
m. Cost; $15.00 for the series. Pro-
duced and distributed by the Institute
for Democratic Education, 415 Lexington
Ave., New York City.
Study Aids. Teacher's Handbook.
Rating. "This series receives a general rating
of 'good' from a Philadelphia Committee
under the chairmanship of Ruth Weir
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LIVES OF THE GEEAT
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Description. Professionally acted dramatizations of
widely known personalities.
-L 1 Queen Victoria
Disraeli
L 2 Sara Bernhardt
Catherine The Great
L 3 Andrew Jackson
Abraham Lincoln
L 4 U. S. Grant
Robert E. L ee
L 5 Robert E. P errv
Henrv Stanelv




L 8 Buffalo Bill
Sam Houston
L 9 Henrv Clay
Ben.iamin Franklin
L 10 Cecil Rhodes
P. T. Barnum
L 11 Louis Pasteur
Cardinal Richlieu
Most useful in American and World histoiy.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
3/ "Califone Classroom Transcriptions,
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Specifications. 11-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $6.00 each.
Produced and distributed by the Cali-
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Description. Professions lly acted and directed dramatic
events in American history.
M 1 ViTitches Of Salem
Courtship Of Miles Standish
M 2 Capture Of Boston
Boston Tea Party
M 3 Paul Revere
Treason Of Benedict Arnold
M 4 Declaration Of Independence
First Continental Congress
M 5 Washington Resigns
Aaron Burr And Alexander Hajnilton
M 6 War With Tripoli
Chesapeake And Leonard
M 7 Daniel Boone
Battle Of Tecumseh
Most useful in history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 7-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $6.00 per trans-
cription. Produced and distributed by
the Califone Corporation, 1041 U. Syca-
more Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
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MAN WITHOUT A COUNTIOr
1/
Description. Bing Crosby narrates this story of Phillip
Nolan.
Most useful in civics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specificetions. 2-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Cost; $4.85. Produced by Decca
Records, Inc., and distributed by the
American Book Co., 137 Newbury St.,
Boston 16, Mass.
^ "Audio Education," an undated brochure, American
Book Co., Boston, p 24,
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Description. The lives of some of our presidents are









9. Teddy Roosevelt Becomes President.
10. President Tyler’s Courtship.
11. T. R. . Armed Serve Health.
12. Lincoln. Civil v/ar.
13. Polk. Mexican V/ar.
14. Wilson. World War 1.
15. Abraham Lincoln's Last Day.
16. Andrew Jackson.
17. Congress Impeaches Andrew Jackson.
18. George Washington And The ?i/hiskey Rebellion.
19. Jefferson And Burr.
20. Madison And The War Of 1812.
2/ "IJlT, President,'* an undated brochure,University
of Connecticut, Storrs.
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Most useful in history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12
Specifications
•
20-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Service charge for three days
is $.50 through the Audio-Visual Aids
Center, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Conn.
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NO IS AN ISLAIUD
Description. V/e learn of man’s interdependence.
1. Pericles , '"rhe World Is Their Sepulchre - Greece;
400 B. C."




"Tyranny Is Not Easily Conquered -
American: 1774-1809."
4. Lazare Carnot. "The New World Teaches The Old -
France; 1753-1823."
5. Patrick Henry. "Liberty Or Death - American;
1736-1799."
6. Patrick Henry. "Liberty Or Death - Concluded.
"
7. Daniel Webster. "Liberty And Union, Now and For-
ever - American; 1782-1852."
8. John Brown. "In Behalf Of His Dispised Poor -
American; 1800-1859."
9. Abraham Lincoln. "Gettysberg Address - American;
1808-1865."
10.
Emile Zola. "Truth And Justice Cost Too Dear -
France; 1808-1902
.
Most useful in problems of democracy.
i
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 5-12 inch double-faced records at 78 r.
p.m. Cost; $5.85. Produced by Decca
Records, Inc., and distributed by the
American Book Co., 137 Newbuiy St.,
Boston 16, Mass.
Study Aids. Teacher’s Guide.
i/ "Audio Education," an undated brochure, American
Book Co., Boston, p 29.
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Description. The life and culture of the Chinese peo-
ple is presented by famous v/riters and
interpreters of China.
F 172 Introduction. "China and India Speak to
America, by Pearl Buck, American writer."
F 173 Life In China Today. "By J. Y. Yen, visit-
ing Chinese journalist and correspondent for
Ta Kung Pao, China's leading newspaper."
F 174 Forty Centuries Of Chinese History. "Eliza-
beth Seegar, author of the popular Pageant
of Chinese History and teacher at the Dalton
School, Nev/ York City."
F 175 What Confuscius Really Said. "Lin Mousheng,
author of the recent book 'Men and Ideas' and
the editor of 'Contemporary China.' "
F 176 Chinese Humor. "By Pearl Buck, American
v/riter.
"
F 177 China's Contribution To The West. "B. A.
Liu, China Institute in America.
F 178 The Fighting Chinese. "By Agnes Smedley, for
several years Chinese Red Cross Medical Corps
Investigator of battle fronts and author of
the currently popular Battle Hymn of China."
Most useful in international understanding and World
history.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications. 4-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. On loan from the
Federal Security -^ency, U.S. Office of
Education, Educational Radio Script and
Transcription Exchange, Washington,D.C
.
1/ "Catalog Of Radio Recordings," U. S. Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.,November 1946, pp 38-39.
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PORTS OF CALL
Description. This series, written by educators and
dramatized with the best radio talent,
portrays the authentic histoiy and geo
graphy of each of the countries listed
201 United States 219 Switzerland
202 China 220 Ireland
203 Mexico 221 Yugoslavia
204 France 222 Australia
205 Sweden 223 Austria
206 Turkey 224 Germany
207 Holland 225 Venezuela
208 Soain 226 Chili
209 Persia 227 England
210 Barbery Coast 228 Japan
211 Czecho-Slovakia 229 Panama
212 South Africa 230 Italy
213 Hawaii 231 Horway
214 Egypt 232 Greece
215 Wales 233 Belgium
216 Argentina 234 Portugal
217 Alaska 235 Arabia
218 Siam 236 Guinea
y ’’Radio Transcriptions for Schools II
j oxbci'i Bn*- Sssito'STb
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237 Poland 245 Denmark
238 Central Africa 246 Finland
239 Philippines 247 Haiti
240 Holv Land 248 New Zealand
241 Scotland 249 Hunsarv
242 Ecuador 250 Russia
243 Canada 251 Cuba
244 India 252 Peru
Most useful in histoiy and geography.
Most useful in grades 7 through 9.^
Specifications. 52-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $15.00 per
transcription. Produced and distri-
buted by Training Aids, Inc., 7414








Description. Twenty-three of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
speeches recorded for posterity.
1. March 4. 1933. First Inaugural Address, "...the
only thing we have to fear is fear itself..."
2. First Inaugural Address (continued). "I shall
ask the Congress for ... hroad Executive power..."
3. January 20. 1937. Second Inaugural Address. "I
see one-third of a nation ill-housed, ill-clad,
ill-nourished.
"
4. October 5.1937. "Quarantine" Speech At Chicago.
"War is contagion..."
5* January 4. 1939. Annual Message To Congress.
"...it has become increasingly clear that world
peace is not assured."
6. September 3. 1939. Fireside Chat After The Out-
break Of War, "...there v/ill be no black-out of
peace in the United States."
7. July 19. 1940. Third Acceptance Speech. "It is
with a veiy full heart thst I speak tonight."
8. Third Acceptance Speech (continued).
December 29. 1940. Fireside Chat On National
Security. "We must be the great arsenal of demo-
cracy .
9. January 6. 1941. "Lend-Lease" Message To Congress.
"Let us say ... ’¥e shall send you ... ships,
planes, tanks, guns’."
10 . "Lend-Lease^’ Message To Congress (continued).
"... four essential human freedoms ... eveiy-
where in the world."
11. May 27. 1941. Fireside Chat Before Pan-American
Union Board. "Today the whole world is divided
... between human slavery and human freedom."
1/ "English Speech."
• J.
12. September 11. 1941. Labor Day Broadcast; Warn-
ing To Axis VesselsT '*! have no illusions about
the gravity of this step."
13. December 8.1941. "State Of War" Message To Con-
gress. "... a date which will live in infamy..."
14 . January 6. 1942. "State Of Union" Message To
Congress. "... the spirit of the American peo-
ple was never higher ..."
15. February 23. 1942. Washington's Birthday Address.
"Let them tell that to the Marines!"
16 . September 3 . 1942. Speech To International Stud-
ent Assembly. • "Victory is essential; but vic-
tory is not enough ..."
17. December 24. 1943. Report On Cairo And Teheran.
"
... ’I got along fine' with Marshal Stalin."
18. Report On Cairo And Teheran (continued), "...be
sure our soldiers and sailors . . . are given full
opportunities .
"
19. January 11. 1944. "Economic Bill Of Rights"
Message to Congress. " 'Necessitous men are not
free men. ' "
19 . June 6. 1944, Prayer On D-Day. "... let our
hearts be stout..."
20. October 21. 1944. Foreign Policy Speech - 1944
Campaign. "The Council of ... the United
Nations must have the pov/er . . to keep the
peace ..."
21 . Foreign Policy Speech (continued). "... we
shall continue to be strong brothers in the
family of mankind ..."
22. January 20. 1945. Fourth Inaugural Address.
"... we cannot live alone, at peace ..."
March 1. 1945% Report To Congress On The Crimea
Conference. "...I hope that you will pardon me
for an unusual posture of sitting down ..."
23.
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24 . April 1945, Jefferson Day Address - Posthumous ~
Spoken By Carlton Smith, "The v/ork, my friends,
is peace ..."
April 16. 1945. Final Tribute In Congress - By
President Karrv S. Truman.
Most useful in history.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications. 12-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $24.00. Re-
corded by the National Broadcasting
Company for Linguaphone Institute,
Rockefeller Center, New York City.
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SCHOOL GUILD THEATEE, SERIES 1
Description. ''Life dramatizations of distinguished
Americans.
"
1. Splendid Legend. "A portrait of Mark Twain -
whose ov/n experiences were more fabulous than
any he created for his books. The dramatiza-
tion traces his career from bad boy, cub pilot,
soldier and adventurer to his place as America's
favorite humorist."
2. The Outrages Toy. "An account of the miracle
that made neighbors of a hundred million people
and of the man who brought it about, Alexander
Graham Bell. The typical struggles of a scient
ist or inventor are dramatically recounted in
this 'humanized' story of corarnunication' s pro-
gress."
3. The Bird Man. "John James Audubon who, accord-
ing to his wife, 'must have been a genius since
he wasn't anything else.' Audubon's experi-
ences leading to the epic 'Bird of America'
form a major part of the dramatization."
4. Dividing A Continent. "The Panama Canal and
its builder, George V/ashington Goethals. A
vivid account of the man and of one of the
greatest engineering feats of all time."
5. Doctor Elizabeth. "The story of an original
'career girl', Elizabeth Blackwell, who defied
convention and prejudice to become the nation's
first woman doctor."
Most useful in Social Study classes and conservation.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
"School Guild Theatre,
brochure. Training Aids, Inc.,
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5-16 inch transcriptions at 33 1/3 r.p.m.i
Cost: $10.00 each ($45.00 when all 5 are '
purchased) . Produced and distributed ;!
by Training Aids, Inc., 7414 Beverly
|
Boulevard, Los Angeles 36, California. ’
A student-teacher listening guide is
built into each recording; introduction i
for the teacher, activities for the i
student, follow up suggestions.
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Description. The role of the Department of State in
carrying into effect the nation's dip-
lomacy, as determined and expressed by
Congress and the President of the United
States, is presented in these recordings.
One hears such Department of State spokes-
men as Cordell Hull, Edward Stetinius,
Breckenridge Long, 6. Hov/land Shaw, Dean
Acheson, and Adolph Berle . The late Am-
bassador to England, James G. Winant,
is also heard.
F 179 Introduction; Outstanding Developments In
Foreign Affairs. "This program serves as an
introduction to the rest of the series and
covers certain of the outstanding develop-
ments in our foreign affairs, including a
discussion of the preparations which were
made in the Department of State for such
events as the Moscow conferance, with an
interpretation of its long range implications."
F 180 Description Of The Structure And Adminis-
tration. "This program includes a descrip-
tion of the foreign services of the Depart-
ment of State as well as the structure and
administration.
"
F 181 Discussion Of Certain Post-War Problems.
"This program includes a discussion of post-
war problems with emphasis on economic fields.
These discussions focus upon the questions
which v/ill confront the post-v/ar v/orld and
how they may be met through such collabora-
tive actions as that projected at the first
United and Associated Nations' Conferance at
Hot Springs and Atlantic City."
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F 182 Cooperation Between The Legislative And Exec
utive Branches. ’’This is the final program
of the series and it centers on the discus-
sion between the legislative and executive
branches of the Government, in interpreting
the will of the people and carrying it into
effect. ’*
Most useful in government and economics.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 4-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. On loan from the
Federal Security Agency, U.S. Office
of Education, Educational Radio Script
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TALES OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE
Description. These transcriptions are based on State
Department files and illustrate a number
of situations that have been faced and met
by the members of the Foreign Service.
1 . The Making Of A Foreign Service Officer. "How
foreign service officers are trained to uphold
abroad the finest traditions of the United
States; what a foreign service officer is, v;hat
he does, and how he does it."
2. Tom Estes. Foreign Service Officer. "Special
wartime duties of a foreign service officer -
the stoiy of an ex-marine who joined the for-
eign service to see all the world he hadn’t
seen, and saw it."
3. The Waiting Game. "Charles Francis Adams (the
United States Minister in London at the time of
the Civil) courageous struggle to prevent Eng-
land's entering the V/ar Betv/een the States on
the side of the Confederacy."
4. The Death And Rebirth Of An American Bmbass?/.
"Experience of our embassy staff in Athens in the
days betv/een the German occupation of Greece and
Pearl Harbor."
5. Islands Of Home. "Difficulties encountered by
our representatives abroad in scattered outposts
throughout the world."
6. The Athenian Disaster. "True account of the sur-
vivors of the Athenia, high lighting the work of
the foreign service in alleviating the suffer-
ing of the victims."
1/ "AER Record Reviev/, " December 1948, inside back
cover.
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7 . yfon-Career Diplomat. "The story of Mrs. Florence
Jaffray Harrintm (u'.S.Minister to Norway at the
time of the Nazi invasion)
,
with emphasis on the
bravery and resourcefulness with which Mrs. Ear-
riman (previously untrained in diplomacy) met the
hazards which faced her."
8. Career Dinlomat. "The story of George Messer-
smith's (foreign service clerk who rose to the
position of U.S.Ambassador to Argentina) early
days in the foreign service when he observed and
reported on the rise of the Nazi Party in Germany."
9* Clerks. "Incidents from the lives of anonymous
heroes and heroines who as clerks in the foreign
service, performed important services courageously
and efficiently in war and peace."
I
I
10 . The Secret War For V/olfram. "The dead^ silent
war between our representatives in Spain and those
of the Axis to obtain control of wolfram (the
metal indespensable to modem warfare)."
11 . The V/omen. "An account of difficulties encounter-
ed by the wives of foreign service officers whose
jobs take them to the far places of the world;
their adjustments to strange customs, maintaining
a household, rearing children."
12 . Government In Limbo. "The story of a Foreign
Service officer detailed to follow the Yugoslav
government in its flight from the Nazis ( 1941);
a thrilling account of the officer’s flight
through German lines."
13 . Special Assignment: North Africa. "A review of
the North African situation prior to the Allied
landings, v/ith true story accounts of the men en-
trusted v/ith the extremely difficult diplomatic
assignments for negotation of top-secret agree-
ments."
14 . The Gripsholm. "The story of the mercy ship,
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15. Elihu Root. Secretary of State. "A great states-
man's integrity and vision lead to the successful
achievement of a non-political Foreign Service
organization whose members are chosen for merit."
Most useful in current events, history and geography.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 15-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Available on loan for
two weeks in 3 sets of 5 programs: 1
through 5, 6 through 10, 11 through 15.
These programs were produced by the
|
National Broadcasting Company and may be I
borrowed fran the Federal Security Agency !
U. S. Department of Education, Educa-
j
tional Radio Script and Transcription
j
Exchange, Washington 25, D.C. There is
no expense to the borrower except return
postage.
I
Rating. "This series receives an average rat- !
ing of 'excellent* from a Chicago Com-
mittee under the chairmanship of Eliz-
abeth E. Marshall, Assistant Director
of radio. Radio Council - WBEZ, Chicago.
Public Schools."
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Mominff Star Of Libertv .
3. With Malice Toward None
•
4. Order Out Of Chaos
.
5. The Bargain Sale .
6, Old Hickory
.
7. The Vire:inia Reaper.
8. Times That Try Men's Souls
9. Full Soeed Ahead.
HO • Alaska; Grov/ing Up •
11. Alaska: University Life.
12. Alaska: Land Of Tomorrow .
13. Canada: Toronto.
14. Canada; Ottawa.
15. French Canada •
16. The Plains Of Abraham,
Most useful in American and Canadian history.
Grade level not indicated.
1/ "A Catalogue of Recordings and Transcriptions,"
Massachusetts Department of Education, 1948, p 3.
y •
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Specifications. 16-16 inch single- faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. On loan from the Massa-[
chusetts Department of Education, Office
of Radio, 200 Newbury St., Boston 16, I












3, The People Sneak
Most useful in civics.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications, 3-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Cost: $3.85, Produced by the
Decca Record Company, and distributed
by the American Book Company, 137 New-
buiy St., Boston 16, Mass.
Study Aids. Teacher's Guide.
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THIS IS PUERTO RICO^
Description. This series was sponsored by the Insular
Government of Puerto Rico and the U. S.
Department of Interior. The script was
prepared by Louis J. Kazam v/ho journeyed
to Puerto Rico to collect material. All
sound effects and native music were re-
corded on the spot.
F 193 The Island. ’’Introducing the listener to the
geographic location of the Island, and to some
of the surrounding historic area."
F 194 The Contrasts. "Accents the basic contrasts of
Puerto Rico - the gracious Spanish population,
the * Continentals ’ from the States, and the
many others comprising the population of the
Island; contrasts also in transportation and in
cities - the old against the new - are in-
cluded."
F 195 The People. "After comparing its population to
continental U. S. A., this program explains
their historical origins, gives demonstration
of the use of their Spanish language, compares
picturesque Puerto Rico phrases with typical
American phrases and in general draws a pic-
ture of the people as a whole .
"
F 196 The Customs. "Describes the customs and man-
ners of the people and includes authentic re-
cordings of the native Puerto Rican music, the
shoeshine boy in the streets, the vendor in the
marketplace, the crooner, a typical radio com-
mercial, the lottery ticket vendors, Puerto
Rican ’Christmas Carols’ etc."
F 197 The Land. "The basic problems of the Island -
too many people for too little land - is dram-
atically explained in this report, v;hich shows
how this one problem affects all others."
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F 198 Past^ Present And Future. '"This report drama-
tizes the high points in the histoiy of Puerto
,
Rico, including how it became part of us and we
of it, how it is governed today and of its hopes
for the future. Includes recorded statements
by the President of the Puerto Rico Senate, the
Resident Commissioner in the Congress of the
United States, the Governor of Puerto Rico and
by the U. S. Navy Commander of the Caribbean
Sea Frontier.”
Most useful in geography, histoiy and government.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 3-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Available on loan
from the Federal Security Agency, U. S.
Office of Education, Educational Radio
Script and Transcription Exchange, Wash-
ington, D. C.
A manuel for teachers, together with
maps, pictures and other supplementary
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Description. Through the voices of seven great leaders
v;e can recall World War 2,
H 9478 Pearl Harbor. "At 12:30 P.M. on December 8,
1941, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
stood before a joint session of Congress,
gathered in the House Chamber, to denounce
the infamous attack by Japan on Pearl Har-
bor and the Philippine Islands, and to ask
for a Declaration of War. He was introduced
by Speaker of the House, Sam P^aybum, Re-
presentative from Texas."
H 9479 Pearl Harbor (continued).
H 9480 D-Day
.
"Following the German attack on Russia
in east in 1940, Allied military strategy was
|directed toward the establishment of a sec-
ond front in order to disperse and neutralize
German strength. On the morning of June 6,
1944, American and British forces invaded the
western mainland of Europe. This operation
was conceded to be the greatest combined
land, sea and air assault in history. Pre-
sident Roosevelt's Prayer for the success of
the operation and faith in its outcome was
broadcast throughout the world."
H 9481 D-Day ( cont inued )
.
"On the morning of June
6th the communique announcing the 'second
front' was read over the British Broadcast-
ing Corporation and the Armed Forces Radio
Service. General Dwight D, Eisenhower, Al-
lied Commander, speaking from Supreme Head-
quarters of the American Expeditionary Forces
(SHAEF) delivered an address to the people
of western Europe."
]/ "Those Historic Years," an undated brochure,
U. S. Recording Co., Washington, D. C.

H 9482 VE~Dav, ''On Ifey 8, 1945 only twenty- six
days after the death of President Roosevelt
on April 12th, Germany surrendered. The of-
ficial Proclamation of Victory in Europe was
delivered by President Hariy S. Truman."
H 9483 VE-Dav (continued). "On May 8th both King
George VI and Prime Minister Winston Chur-
chill spoke from London proclaiming the vic-
tory over the Germans and voicing the hope
that victory over Japan would come soon.
"
H 9484 VJ-Dav. "On August 14, 1945, a Japanese note
to the Allied governments announced Japanese
agreement to the terms of surrender outlined
at a meeting of the Allied powers at Potsdam.
Clement R. Attlee, who succeeded Winston
Churchill as Prime Minister of England, read
the Japanese surrender note."
H 9485 VJ-Day ( c ontinued )
.
"On September 1, 1945,
the formal Japanese surrender took place
aboard the battleship U.S.S. Missouri an-
chored in Tokyo Bay. General MacArthur,
Supreme Allied Commander in the Pacific, ad-
dressed the representatives of all the war-
ring powers. From the White House in Wash-
ington, President Harry S. Truman spoke to
the nation. World War II was officially
ended.
"
Most useful in American and World history.
Most useful in high school.
Specifications. 4-12 inch records at 78 r.p.m. Cost;
$10.00. Produced and distributed by
U. S. Recording Company, 1121 Vermont
Ave., N.W., Washington, 5, D.C.
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Description. Noted historical incidents are brought
|
to the classroom through the drama and
interview technique.
1. Signing: Of The Magna Carta i
1
2. Attack On The Alamo
1
3. Sir Francis Drake Faces The Spanish Armada
I
4. Dreyfus Case
5. Battle Of Gettysberg:
6 . Oklahoma Land Run
7. Death Of Socrates
8. Declaration Of Independence
9. Monitor And The Merrimac
10. Last Days Of Pompeii
11. Battle Of Plassy
12. Fall Of Troy
13. Death Of Maximillian
14. Betrayal Of Tousaint L'Ouveture At San Domingro
15. Execution Of Mary Queen Of Scots
16. Joan Of Arc
17. Death Of John Wilkes Booth
18. Virg:inia Ratifies The Constitution
i
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19. Battle Of Bull Run
20. Trial Of Marie Antoinette
21. Colimbus Discovers America
22. Lee Surrenders At Appomattox
23. Congress Elects A President
24. England Announces Napoleon’s Fate
25. The Hanffinsr Of Robert Emmett
26. Mad or Powell Conauers The Colorado
27. Conspiracy Of Cataline
28. Captain Kidd Kangs
29. Monitor And Merrimac
30. Surrender Of Sitting Bull
31. Sentencing Of Charles The First
32. Mutiny Of The Pennsylvania Lines
Most useful in American and World histoiy.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 32-12 inch double-faced records at 78
r.p.m. Service charge for three days
is $.50 through the Audio-Visual Aids
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1. Col. George E. Gourand. "London Representative i
of Thomas Edison. Sending a message to Thomas :
Edison on the first phonograph cylinders."
2. Thomas Alva Edison. "Electrical Genius. Addres-
sing the Electrical Convention." 1
3. Williams Jennings Bryan, "American Orator. 1
Speaking on freedom for the Philippines."
|
ij
4. Admiral Robert E. Pearv. 'tAnerican Explorer. }
Relating his experiences at the North Pole."
;;
5. Phineas T. Bamum. "American Showman. Expres-
sing the hope that his name and show will be re-
membered long after his death."
6. Theodore Roosevelt. "President of the United
States. Speaking to the Boy's Progressive League^
giving them sound advice."
7. Will Rogers. "Beloved Humorist. Speaking on
politics."
8. Bugler Of Balaclava. "Trumpeter in the Crimean
War. Blowing the bugle used at the Battle of
Waterloo and the Charge of the Light Brigade at '
Balaclava."
ii
9. Sarah Bernhardt. "French Actress. In a scene
|from the "Legend of Jeanne d'Arc." !
10. Andrew Carnegie. "Steel magnate and Philan-
thropist. Quoting from "Gospel of Wealth."
11. Sir Arthur Conan Dovle. "Author. Telling of
the original creation of Sherlock Holmes." i|
1/ "Voices of Yesterday," an undated brochure, Harry!!
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12, William Hov/ard Taft. ’’President and Chief Jus-
tice of the United States, Speaking on fairness
to labor,"
13. Calvin Coolidge, "President of the United States,
Bestowing the Distinguished Flying Cross upon
Charles A. Lindbergh."
14, King: George V, "King of England, Speaking to the
boys and girls of Great Britain on Empire Day."
I
15. Florence Nightingale, "Founder of Scientific
Nursing, Addressing her old comrades of Bala-
clava, "
16. Garret A, Hobart. "Vice President of the United
States. Discussing the wonders of electricity
in 1898."
17. Joseph Jefferson, "American Actor. Reciting
from ’Rip Van Winkle’."
18. Madame Ernestine Schumann»Heink. "Singer. Ad-
dressing mothers on duties to children."
19, Enrico Caruso. "Opera Star, Singing in 1897, at
the beginning of a glorious career.
"
20, Woodrow Wilson. "President of the United States.
Addressing the American Indians, offering a plan
for their care,"
21, James Witcomb Riley. "American poet. Reciting
an exerpt from "Out to Old Aunt Maiy’s.""
22, Sir Henry Morton Stanley. "English Explorer.
In a welcome address to the United States from
Canada,
"
23. William McKinley, "President of the United
States. Making a canpaign speech."
24. William Gillette. "American Actor, In reminis-
cences of Mark Twain,"
25, Colonel Edward M, House. "American Statesman





26. V/illiam Ewart Gladstone, "Orator and Statesman
congratulating Thomas Edison on the triumph of
the phonograph,
27. Jane Addams, "Famous Social Worker and Founder
of Hull House, Addressing the Woman’s Inter-
national League.
28. Amelia Earhart. "American Aviatrix, Telling of
the possibilities aviation offers women."
29. William Bums. "American Detective. Telling how
he exposed graft in San Francisco."
30. J. Ramsay MacDonald. "Prime Minister of Great
Britian. Eulogizing Robert Bums."
31. John Wanamaker, "Department Store Ov/ner. Tell-
ing an antecdote which leads to advise to 'keep
working ' •
"
32. Guglielmo Marconi. "Father of Radio. Speaks
about wireless and radio."
33. ‘ Pope Pius XI. "In a Christmas greeting to the
v;orld.
"
34. Sir Ernest Shackleton. "Antartic Explorer and
Lecturer, Telling of the British Antartic Ex-
pedition of 1908,"
35. Nellie Melba. "Opera Star. In a farewell ad-
dress at Covent Garden, London."
36. Rudolph Valentino. "Actor. Singing 'El Reli-
cario ' .
"
37. Edwin C, Musick. "American Aviator. Speaking
at the take-off of the China Clipper."
38. Francis Joseph. "Emporer of Austria, King of
Hungary. Speaking to the widows and orphans of
his soldiers."





40. Nelson A. Miles. "American General. Speaking
|
of Thomas Edison as one of the greatest Americans!
who ever lived . ” i
41. Champ Clark. "American Congressman. In a poli-
|
tical speech with a humorous note."
|
i
42. John Drinkwater. "Poet and Dramatist. Reciting
*The Vagabond'."
43. Ellen Terrv. "Actress. In her conception of
'Portia' .
"
44. Newton D. Baker. "Secretary of War in Wilson
Administration. Speaking on International peace
at Institute of Pacific Relations."
45. Robert Green Ingersoll. "American Lawyer and
Orator. Speaking about his creed of service and
usefulness on earth."
46. Warren G. Harding. "President of the United
States. In an oration as bodies of World War
heroes are returned to the United States."
47. King Albert. "King of the Belgians. Speaking
to his people on freedom.
"
48. Leo Tolstoy. "Russian Novelist. Stating his
philosophy that to get the most out of life, a
man should pursue the work he likes best."
49. Grover Cleveland. "President of the United
States. In a campaign speech."
50. William Booth. "Pounder of the Salvation Array.
Speaking on benefitting mankind."
51. General Leonard V/ood. "American Military Of-
ficer. Speaking on patriotism."
52. E. H. Southern. "Shakespearean Actor. In 'Ham-
let's Soliloquy'."
53. Dr. V/illiam J. Mayo. "American Surgeon. Speak-
ing to boys and girls on Americanism."

54. James J. Corbett. "Former heavyweight champion
of the world. Tells how to retain good health."
Most useful in U. S. and World history.
Most useful in grades 7 through 12.
Specifications. 27-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p.m. Cost: $6.00 per trans-
cription. Produced and distributed by





Description. This series of transcriptions tells us of
great v/ork being done by the American
Friends Service Committee.
1. Heart Beat. This program "shows the need for
food and stresses the fact that it is not too n
late to keep millions of starving human beings
alive - that the heart beats of all men are the
same everywhere in the world."
2. All In A Days V/ork. "... portrays, through the
eyes of a field v/orker, the human side of the re-
habilitation work being done by the Quaker Trans-
port Unit."
I
3. Another Man’s Shoes. "... is a story of a young
Polish couple whose courage and hope were renew-
ed by a pair of shoes and a wedding dress from a
clothing distribution center."
4. China Convoy. "... is the stoiy of the diagnosis
and injection teams traveling through China cur- '
ing the peasants of disease and restoring them
to health and usefulness."
5. Vienna. "A story told by the mother of a teen-
age daughter and a small son, reveals the loss
of pride which people experience as a result of
hunger and the great good which neighborhood
centers are accomplishing for these people whose
minds and souls need nourishment as desperately
as their bodies.
"
6. A Lost Father. "... is the tragic story of a
family separated by the exigencies of anti-
semitism and v/ar, traces the long, patient strug-
gle of the Friends' Service Workers v;ho finally
united the two surviving members of the family."
Most useful in American Problems, human relations, and
international relations.
Most useful in grades 10 through 12.
1/ "AER Record Review," Januaiy 1948, back cover
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Specifications, 3-16 inch double-faced transcriptions
at 33 1/3 r.p,m. Produced by the Ameri-
;
can Friends Service Coraraittee. The
series is available on loan from the
Federal Radio Education Committee, U.
S. Office of Education, Washington 25, i
D. C.
Rating. "This series receives a general rating
of ’good' from a Pontiac, Michigan, com*
mittee under the chairmanship of Ola B.
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The preceding compilation was offered as an aid to
teachers in search of available social studies record-
ings for use in junior and senior high schools. The
limited time available to the v/riter did not permit a
thorough investigation of all sources of recordings in
the field. An all inclusive work of this type v/ould re-
quire a great deal of time consuming research and cor-
respondence. Hov'/ever, the value to teachers of a single
complete source of educational recordings is sufficient-
ly great to warrant further work toward this end.
Since the title of a recording is not in itself a
true measure of the merit of a recording, a system of
1/
appraisal of content, such as that proposed by Miles
2/
and Broderick, should be included in any complete work.
The Vv'riter suggests that interested teachers in this
area form committees to aid in the evaluation of record-
ings. Interested persons should contact Gertrude G.
3/
Broderick.
1/ Miles, Recordings for School Use, pp 219-222.
2j Broderick, "Recordings are Here to Stay," p 11.
3/^ Gertrude G. Broderick, U. S. Office of Education
Educational Radio Script and Transcription Exchange,
Washington, D. C.
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Although evaluations would enhance the worth of the
present study, the writer believes that the iinmediate
need for a complete listing is sufficiently great to v/ar^
I
rant publication v;ithout evaluations in the interest of
saving time. At a later date evaluations, in the form of
supplements, could be added easily. In this way teachers
may profit immediately from a complete listing rather
than wait for the time consuming committee meetings re-
quired in evaluating recordings. Furthermore, the ori-
ginal work should be followed by annual supplements in
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"Adventures With Admiral Byrd," Harry 3. Goodman, New
York City.
"Audio Education," American Book Co., Boston.
"Bill Scott - Forest Ranger," U. S. Forest Service, Phil-
adelphia.
"Califone Classroom Transcriptions," Califone Corporation,
Los Angeles.
"Eat-itorially Speaking," Kasper-Gorden, Boston.
"English Speech," Linguaphone Institute, New York City.
"I Can Hear It Now," Columbia Record Album 800, Coliambia
Records, Inc., New York City.
"Imperial Leader," Kasper-Gorden, Boston.
"Keeping Up V/ith The V/igglesworths, " Harry S. Goodman,
New York City.
"Lest We Forget, Series 4," Institute for Democratic Educ-
ation, Inc., New York City.
"Lest V/e Forget, Series 5," Institute for Democratic Educ-
ation, New York City.
"Lest V/e Forget - Handbook For Listeners," Institute for
Democratic Education, New York City,
"Lest We Forget, Series 7," Institute for Democratic Educ-
ation, New York City,
"Lest We Forget, Series 8," Institute for Democratic Educ-
ation, New York City.
"Lest We Forget, Series 9," Institute for Democratic Educ-
ation, New York City,
"Mr. President," University of Connecticut, Storrs,
"Radio Transcriptions For Schools," Training Aids, Inc.,
Los Angeles.
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"School Guild Theatre, Series 1," Training Aids, Inc.,
Los Angeles.
"Those Historic Years," U. S. Recording Co., Washington
D. C.
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SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL RECORDS AND RECORDINGS
1. American Book Company, 88 Lexington Ave,, New York, 16, New York,
A variety of records on many subjects,
2. American Dental Association, 222 East Superior St,, Chicago, 11, Illinois,
Records for dental health.
3. American Legion, National Public Relations, Radio Branch, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Patriotic records.
4. American Library Association, 50 East Huron St., Chicago, 11, Illinois,
Excerpts from great books and children's recordSo
5. American Medical Association, Bureau of Health Education, 535 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, 10, Illinois,
Records for health.
6. Association of the Junior Leagues of America, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York, 22, Nev; York.
7. Asch Recordings, 117 V/est 46th St., New York, 19, New York,
A variety of subjects,
8. Brisacher, Van Norden, and Staff, Inc., Petroleum Building, Los Angeles,
California
.
9* British Broadcasting Corporation, 630 Fifth Ave,,> New York, 23, New York,
10, Boy Scouts of America, 2 Park Ave,, New York, 16, New York,
Records on scouting.
11, Brycast Productions, 1041 Pas Palmas, Hollywood, California,
Reading of famous poems,
12, Califone Corp., 1041 N, Sycamore Avenue, Hollywood 33, California,
13, Center for Safety Education, Nev; York University, Washington Sq., New York City.
Records on safety,
14, Children's Productions, Inc., Box 1313^ Palo Alto, California,
Records for the primary grades,
15* Columbia Recording Corp,, 799 Seventh Ave,, Nev; York City.
Large selection, especially folk songs,
16, Commodore Record Co., 136 East 42nd, St., New York, 17, New York,
Voices of history, recorded from original discs,
17* Community Chest and Councils, 155 East 44th St., New York, New York,
Records explaining the work of the community chest,
18, C. P. MacGregor Sound Studios, 728 South V/estern Ave,, Los Angeles, 5, Calif,
Children's records,
'il9. Decca Records, 50 West 57th Street, New York City.
Music of all nations,
20, Eccles Disc Recordings, Inc., 6233 Hollywood Blvd,, Hollywood, California,
Life of Madame Curie and the Tale of Two Cities.
21, Educational Department, Radio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey
Various recordings, especially for children.
22, Educational Radio Script and Transcription Exchange, U, S, Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency, 'Washington 25, D. C,
Loan or purchase of a number of records, especially useful in the
social studies,
23, Fox Records for Children, 1553 N, Vine St,, Hollywood, 28, California,
24, French Broadcasting System, 501 Madison Ave,, New York, 23, New York,
25, General Electric Company, Educational Division, Schenectady, New York,
Records for science classes,
26, Gloria Chandler Productions, 422 l/2 West 46th St,, New York, New York,
Records for children,
2.7, Gregg Secretarial Training Records, Gregg Publishing Co,, Phelan Building,
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Halligan Studios, 475 Fifth Ave,, New York, New York,
Harper and Brothers, 42 S. 33rd. Street, Nev/ York City.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Ancient classics translated.
Ideal Pictures Corporation, 2408 V/est 7th St., Los Angeles, California.
Information Service, Union of South Africa, 63O Fifth Ave,, New York, New York.
Institute for Democratic Education, 101 Park Ave,, New York City,
Series of records on our Constitution that are loaned to schools.
Intercontinental Audio-Video Corp,, 44 Horatio Street, New York City.
Dramatic events in history.
Lewellen Productions, 8 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
Two groups of records on the Atomic Bomb.
Linguaphone Institute, 92 RCA Building, Nev/ York, 20, Nev/ York.
Famous speeches by famous men.
Major Records, Inc,, I6OO Broadway, New York, 19> New York,
Sound effects.
Massachusetts State Department of Education, 200 Newbury St,, Boston, Mass,
National Broadcasting Co,, Recordings Div., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.
Outstanding radio programs on record.
National Council of Teachers of English, 221 W, 68th St., Chicago, Illinois.
Outstanding selections from literature.
Nev/ Tools for Learning, 7 West l6th Street, New York, 11, New York.
NYU Film Library, Recordings Div,, Washington Square, New York, 3> New York.
Norwegian Information Service, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City.
Popular Science Publishing Company, Audio-Visual Division, 353 P'ourth Ave,,
New York, 10, New York,
Songs of safety. History records.
Public Affairs Committee, 32 East 38th St., New York, I6, New York.
Discussions of important problems.
Radio Arts Guild, Wilmington, Illinois,
Radio Division, Dept, of Public Information, United Nations, Lake Success, N. Y,
Recording Laboratory, Library of Congress, V/ashington, D, C.
Excellent folk music.
School and College Service, United Air Lines, New York,
School Guild Theatre, Elizabeth Goudy Noel, 7414 Beverly Blvd,, Los Angeles,
California.
School Service, Louis Stark, Mgr,, Westinghouse Company, Pittsburgh, Pa,
Science records.
Simmel-Meservy, 321 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, California.
Records for children.
Stephens College institute for Consumer Education, Columbia, Mo,
Records on housing loaned to schools.
Training Aids, Inc,, 7414 Beverly Blvd,, Los Angeles, California, >
History and literature records.
The V/estern Coco-Cola Company, 105 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois,
Treasury Department, Vfeshington, D. C.
United States Forestry Service, 623 N. Second Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
United States Recording Co,, 1121 Vermont Ave,, N,W,, V/ashington, 5) D, C.
University of Connecticut, Audio-Visual Aids Center, Storrs, Connecticut,
Veterans Administration, (local office) or Washington, D, C,
VJinant Distributors, 300 V/, 43rd, Street, New York, 18, New York.
VJorld Book Company, Yonkers, New York,
Recordings of events that led to the v/ar.
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Manchester, Alice W. and Gibbony, Hazel L., Eighteenth Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies 1947 ? N.C.S.S., 1201 l6th Street, N,
Washington, 6, D, C,
National Education Association of the United States
,
1201 l6th Street, N, W
Washington, 6, D, C.
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A BETTER ;VORLD FOR YOUTH (L\VF, SERIES 5) 40
ABRAHAlifl LINCOLN 11
ADVENTURES VvITH ADMIRAL BYRD 12
BILL SCOTT - FOREST R^GER 14
CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY 16
EAT-ITORIALLY SPEAKING 19
ETERNAL VIGILAITCE IS THE PRICE OF LIBERTY
(L;/F, series 7) 44
FOR THOSE m SPEAK 20
FOR US THE LIVING 22
HISTORY SPEAKS SERIES 23
I CAl^T HEAR IT NOV/ 24
IMPERIAL LEADER 26
IN THE AMERICAN TRADITION 27
lOTRODUCING THE PEOPLE OF ASIS AND THE FAR EAST... 28
JOHN BROWlvT'S BODY 30
KEEPING UP V/ITH THE WIGGLESWORTHS 31
LEST V/E FORGET, SERIES 4 37
LEST V/E FORGET, SERIES 5 40
lest V/E FORIET, SERIES 6 42
LEST V/E FORGET, SERIES 7 44
LEST V/E FORGET, SERIES 8 46
LEST WE FORGET, SERIES 9 48
LEST V/E FORGET, SERIES 10 50
LIVES OF THE GREAT 52
MAKERS OF HISTORY 54
MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY 55
MR. PRESIDENT 56
NO MAN IS AIT ISLAND 58
ONE NATION INDIVISIBLE (LV/F, SERIES 9) 48
OUR CONSTITUTION (LWF, SERIES 4) 37




PEOPLE OF CHINA 59
PORTS OF CALL 60
RENDEZVOUS UITH DESTINY 62
SCHOOL GUILD THEATRE, SERIES 1 65
STATE DEP.ARTI'.SJIT SPEAKS 67
TALES OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE 69
THE mERlCi^l ADVEOTURE 72
THE PEOPLE, YES 74
THESE GREAT AISRICANS (UiTF, SERIES 10) 50
THIS IS PUERTO RICO 75
THOSE HISTORIC YEARS 77
YOU ARE THERE 79
VOICES OF YESTERDAY 81
WORLD SERVICE 86
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